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Abstract—Classification trees have been extensively studied
for decades. In the online learning scenario, a whole class
of algorithms for decision trees has been introduced, called
incremental decision trees. In the case where subtrees may not be
discarded, an incremental decision tree can be seen as a sequential
decision process, consisting in deciding to extend the existing tree
or not. This problem involves an trade-off between exploration
and exploitation, which is addressed in recent work with the use of
Hoeffding’s bounds. This paper proposes to use Bayesian Credible
Intervals instead, in order to get the most out of the knowledge of
the output’s distribution’s shape. It also studies the case of Active
Learning in such a tree following the Optimism in the Face of
Uncertainty paradigm. Two novel algorithms are introduced for
the online and active learning problems. Evaluations on realworld datasets show that these algorithms compare positively to
state-of-the-art.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

We place this paper in the context of classification. This
supervised learning framework consists in learning a mapping
from an instance space to a finite discrete label set. For this
purpose, it uses a training set containing a finite number of
instances labeled by an expert. Two scenarios exist concerning
the acquisition of data. In the batch learning scenario, the
entire training set is given at once, and the classifier is
computed considering all the instance/label pairs at the same
time. In the online learning scenario, the data become available
only sequentially, with the current classifier being required at
every time step. This is the case, for example, in a system
which learns while being used, with direct feedback. In this
second scenario, a classifier capable of incremental updates is
preferred to one being recomputed from scratch every time it
receives new data, mainly for its lower computational time.
Our work focuses on classification trees. They are acyclic
directed graphs whose nodes contain a test on instances, and
branches represent the outcome of this test. Each leaf is associated to a label prediction based on the distribution of labels it
received. In order to maximize the performance, the tree aims
to partition the instance space into homogeneous labels zones.
Learning this classifier consists in reducing a given measure of
heterogeneity, e.g. information entropy or standard deviation,
estimated from received labels in the leaves, by performing
recursive splits. An example is the c4.5 algorithm [1], it uses
the information gain, or difference of entropy, to define the
best splits.
Classification trees in the online learning scenario are
called online or incremental classification trees [2] [3] [4].

We are only interested in the case where subtrees cannot be
discarded and the existent tree can only be extended. This way,
an online classification tree dynamically builds the tree, which
corresponds to adaptively partition the instance space. It is a
sequential decision process [5] which, for each newly received
instance-label pair, considers changing the concerned leaf into
one or more decision nodes. Once a test has been installed,
it cannot be removed, it is thus critical to be sure that it is
needed before installing it.
Learning an online classification tree involves an exploration/exploitation dilemma. Indeed, ideally, a split is needed
if it decreases the true heterogeneities of the leaves instead of
their estimates based on received labels. When considering to
install a decision node leading to a decrease of the estimates,
we can either decide to effectively split, which results in
exploitation of the estimates. Or we can decide to wait for
a better estimate, which results in exploration.
The exploration/exploitation dilemma has been successfully addressed in the case of search trees in [6], which
introduces the UCT algorithm. In this problem, each leaf is
associated to a distribution of rewards and the algorithm aims
to find the best leaf through repeated playouts. Based on
Upper Confidence Bounds [7], it builds confidence intervals
on expected rewards and follows the branch for which the
upper bound is highest. In the case of online classification
trees, only one playout is performed. Thus, only trustworthy
actions must be taken by considering lower bounds instead
of upper bounds. In [4] and [8], the authors use Hoeffding’s
bounds on the gain of heterogeneities, and split if the lower
bound is positive. Their experiments show good results on
relatively large datasets. However, we show that for more
limited datasets, those algorithms are not very efficient. Indeed,
Hoeffding’s bounds are known to be inaccurate with a small
number of samples.
If the family of an output distribution is known a priori,
it is possible to use the family of conjugate priors along
with Bayesian inference to build confidence intervals. These
intervals are known as Bayesian Credible Intervals. In [9], the
authors show that using such bounds prove optimal for the
multi-armed bandit. In addition, experiments show that their
performances are better than when using Hoeffding’s bounds.
In this paper, we introduce an online classification tree
algorithm using Bayesian Credible Intervals. Indeed, in the
context of classification, the family of the output distribution
is Bernoulli. Bayesian Credible Intervals can therefore be

We also study the particular case of Active Learning [10].
An Active Learning algorithm is used to decide which instances to label. Indeed, the use of an expert for annotation
is considered time- and/or money-consuming. Given a finite
budget of annotations, an Active Learning algorithm aims to
maximize the performance of the classifier. Although some
one-shot Active Learning algorithms exist [11] [12], in which
all the instances to be labeled are chosen at once, Active
Learning is usually seen as a sequential process [5]. Indeed,
the choice of each instance is based on the current predictions,
depending on all the labels received so far. An online classifier
is thus necessary.
At every moment, the online classification tree defines a
partition of the instance space. An Active Learning strategy
thus selects the leaf from which to draw the instance. In [13],
the authors introduce an Active Learning algorithm for the case
of single partitions. Although, the partition used cannot change
all along the process of the algorithm. Thus, the partition
cannot adapt to the distribution of labels among the instance
space. Moreover, the number of subsets in the partition does
not depend on the number of labeled instances. This makes it
impractical to use on real world datasets.
We propose to adapt their selection strategy to online
classification trees. This suppose that the instances were taken
at random inside each leaf. By not allowing to remove any
installed tests, the online classification tree respects this constraint.
This paper is structured as follows. In section III, we
introduce the Bayesian Online Classification Tree (BOCT)
algorithm. We thus show how to compute Bayesian Credible
Intervals and use them in place of Hoeffding bounds. In section IV, we introduce an extension to BOCT including Active
Learning. We derive our own selection strategy inspired by
[13]. In section V, we present the experiments used to evaluate
the different algorithms. In section VI, we describe the results
of the evaluation and compare to state-of-the-art algorithms.
We show that there is a significant improvement brought
by using Bayesian Credible Intervals instead of Hoeffding
bounds, and that Active Learning could further improve the
performance. We conclude in section VII.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

In [14], the author introduce an algorithm called DeepMC-UCB. They study the problem of Active Learning in an
adaptive partition, however with some differences. First, the
purpose is to estimate uniformly well the mean values of
the output distribution in each subset. Thus, it corresponds
to regression rather than classification. In [13], the authors
showed that using a loss specifically adapted for classification showed a significant improvement. Second, they use a
predefined maximum partition, which is hard to use in a realworld problem. Yet, this motivated our toy problem. Last, they
use Bernstein’s bounds, where we can use Bayesian Credible
Intervals, due to the fact that we study classification.

III.

O NLINE CLASSIFICATION TREE

In this section, we introduce an algorithm for learning a
classification tree in an online fashion. Here, we only consider
binary trees. In such a tree, each non-leaf node is associated to
a test on an attribute, and branches represent the outcome of
the test. Thus, the nodes correspond to subsets of the instance
space conditioned by the successive tests. Each leaf is given a
label which is the prediction for an instance belonging to the
corresponding subset.
Learning this tree corresponds to determine which test is
best to install, on which attribute, and whether to install it or
not. And also which label to give to each leaf. In the online
learning scenario, updating the tree corresponds to adding
more decision nodes to the existing tree, without the possibility
to remove any. Thus, a test must be carefully examined before
being permanently installed. The solution is to first study
in which case would the split be useful. Then, to study the
probability of such a case, conditioned to the observations.
The algorithm is reported in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Apart
from problem dependent parameters, it takes one parameter
as input: δ, which is the probability of the true heterogeneity
being inside the established intervals. The rest of the section
describes the algorithm.
The labels drawn from one particular subset follows a
Bernoulli distribution of unknown parameter. The true heterogeneity of a subset is a function of this parameter, usually
information entropy, but other exist such as standard deviation
or variance. A split is useful if it makes the heterogeneity
decreases inside each obtained leaf. Thus, if the weighted sum
of true heterogeneities of children nodes is lower than the true
heterogeneity of the parent node. The true heterogeneity is
not known but Bayesian Credible Intervals can be computed
using labels received so far. Those intervals contain the true
heterogeneity with a given probability. If the lower bound
of the parent node is higher than the upper bound of the
children’s nodes, it is highly probable the test must be installed.
Fig. 1 shows the Bayesian Credible Intervals on the true
heterogeneities of the parent node compared to ones on the
weighted sum of true heterogeneities after several tests. In the
following, we start by showing how to compute a Bayesian
Credible Interval for the true heterogeneity.
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used. As they come from concentration equalities instead of
inequalities, they are the tightest confidence bounds possible
whatever the number of sample, and are thus well fitted for
online learning.
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Figure 1: BCI on weighted sum of true heterogeneities after
several tests compared to one of the parent node, here, test 4
would be installed.
In this paper, we use the following notations. Suppose
that the instance space is X and the label set is Y . We are
only interested in binary classification, in which the label set

contains two elements, in our case Y = {0, 1}. At every time
step t ∈ J1, nK, the algorithm receives a new instance xt ∈ X
labeled yt ∈ Y and update the classification tree.
Let us consider a generic subset Xs ⊂ X, we denote by
Ts,t the count of received instances that lie in that subset:
Ts,t =

t
X

1xi ∈Xs

(1)

i=1

We denote by µ̂s,t the average of labels received in subset Xs :
µ̂s,t =

t
1 X
1x ∈X yi
Ts,t i=1 i s

(2)

Let us denote µs the parameter of the Bernoulli distribution
associated to subset Xs . Note that the family of conjugate
priors for Bernoulli distributions is the Beta distributions. Thus,
by Bayesian inference: ∀s ∈ [0, 1]
P(µs ≥ s ) = Is (Ts,t µ̂s,t + 1, Ts,t (1 − µ̂s,t ) + 1),
where I (., α, β) is the cumulative distribution function of a
Beta distribution of parameters α and β.
Let H(µs ) be the true heterogeneity of subset Xs . Usual
true heterogeneity functions are:
•

information entropy,
with H(µs ) = −µs log µs − (1 − µs ) log 1 − µs ,

•

variance, with H(µs ) = µs (1 − µs ),
p
standard deviation, with H(µs ) = µs (1 − µs ).

•

But any function could work as long as it is concave, symmetrical with respect to 12 , and null for µs = 0 and µs = 1.
It is thus, maximum for µs = 21 . For any s ∈ (0, H( 12 )), let
µlow (s ) and µupp (s ) be such that H(µlow ) = H(µupp ) = s
and µlow < µupp .
For example, if the heterogeneity
is measured by the
p
µs (1 − µs ). Then,
the sostandard deviation, H(µs ) =
q

lutions of H(µs ) = s are µlow (s ) =
q
µupp (s ) = 21 + 14 − 2s .

1
2

−

1
4

− 2s and

Let us define the function f such that, ∀s ∈ (0, H( 21 ))
f (s ) = P(H(µs ) ≥ s )
(3)
= Iµupp (s ) (Ts,t µ̂s,t + 1, Ts,t (1 − µ̂s,t ) + 1)
− Iµlow (s ) (Ts,t µ̂s,t + 1, Ts,t (1 − µ̂s,t ) + 1).
The function f is strictly decreasing, it thus admits an inverse
f −1 . The upper bound s (δ) of the true heterogeneity according to any given probability δ: ∀δ ∈ [0, 1]
s (δ) = f −1 (δ).

(4)

Note that the lower bound is s (1 − δ). Indeed, ∀δ ∈ [0, 1]
P(H(µs ) ≤ s (1 − δ)) = 1 − P(H(µs ) ≥ s (1 − δ)) = δ.
Thus, the Bayesian Credible Interval is such that the true
heterogeneity is in [s (1 − δ), s (δ)] with probability 1 − 2δ.
A low probability δ is usually chosen in order to get high
probability confidence intervals.

Core algorithm
Require: X, (xi )i∈J1,nK , δ
Initialize Tree as a one leaf tree.
This leaf is associated to the whole instance space X.
for t = 1 to n do
Receive a label yt for the instance xt
Let node be the node of Tree which xt belongs to
SubTree = U pdate(node, (xi )i∈J1,nK , (yi )i∈J1,tK , δ)
Replace node by SubTree
end for
Ensure: Tree
Figure 2: Core algorithm
UpdateTree
Require: node, (xi )i∈J1,nK ,(yi )i∈J1,tK , δ
Compute Tnode , µ̂node and Wnode using Eq. (1) (2) (5)
Compute node (1 − δ) using Eq. (3) (4)
for a = 1 to Na do
(xsorted
)i∈J1,tK = sort((xi,a )i∈J1,tK )
i,a
for i = 1 to t − 1 do
if xsorted
6= xsorted
i,a
i+1,a then
xsorted +xsorted

cutValue i,a = i,a 2 i+1,a
Let Xc1 and Xc2 be two subsets resulting from
splitting Xnode along attribute a with cut value
cutValue i,a
Compute Tc1 , µ̂c1 , Wc1 , Tc2 , µ̂c2 , Wc2 (1) (2) (5)
Compute c1 (δ) and c2 (δ) using Eq. (3) (4)
ci,a = Wc1 c1 (δ) + Wc2 c2 (δ)
end if
end for
end for
{ibest , abest } = arg mini,a ci,a
if cibest ,abest < Wnode node (1 − δ) then
Create two branches from node with test:
x.,abest > cutValue ibest ,abest
leading to leaves child1 and child2
child1 = U pdate(child1 , (xi )i∈J1,nK , (yi )i∈J1,tK , δ)
child2 = U pdate(child2 , (xi )i∈J1,nK , (yi )i∈J1,tK , δ)
end if
Ensure: Tree
Figure 3: UpdateTree

Please note that s should be a function of δ, Ts,t and µ̂s,t .
In order not to overcharge the notations, it is left to the reader’s
understanding that the index s represents Ts,t and µ̂s,t .
Now that we know how to compute Bayesian Credible
Intervals, let us define the condition on which a test is installed.
Let us consider the installation of a test node which splits a
current leaf’s subset Xp ⊂ X into two subsets Xc1 ⊂ X and
Xc2 ⊂ X. Note that Xc1 ∪ Xc2 = Xp and Xc1 ∩ Xc2 = ∅.
The heterogeneities of each node must be weighted by
the size of the node’s subset. We denote by Ws the size of
a generic subset Xs . This size could be the volume of the
subset relatively to some metric. It could be easily computed
by starting with a delimited instance space and knowing

the splitting criterion. However, this does not consider the
distribution of instances among the instance space. In order
to estimate it, we could count the instances received in the
subset. In this case, Ws = Ts,t . However, in order to get more
precise estimates that does not change over the time, we place
ourselves in a semi-supervised context. In this context, all the
unlabeled instances are known from the beginning. The counts
of instances now become:
n
X
Ws =
1xi ∈Xs .
(5)
i=1

Nota Bene: the difference is the sum ends at n whereas before
it ended at the current time t.
In the case where the true heterogeneities of the different
subsets are known, the test should be installed if:
Wp H(µp ) > Wc1 H(µc1 ) + Wc2 H(µc2 ).

(6)

However, the true heterogeneities are not known. But, we have
access to Bayesian Credible Intervals which gives an information about their value. We now show a second condition which
guaranties a certain probability that the previous condition
is respected. We first give the upper bound of the Bayesian
Credible Interval for the right side of Eq. (6).
Combining the two following upper bounds:
P(H(µc1 ) ≥ c1 (δ)) = δ

and

P(H(µc2 ) ≥ c2 (δ)) = δ,

we obtain
P(Wc1 H(µc1 )+Wc2 H(µc2 ) ≥ Wc1 c1 (δ)+Wc2 c2 (δ)) ≤ 2δ.
We remind that we have the following lower bound of the
Bayesian Credible Interval for the left side of Eq. (6):
P(H(µp ) ≤ p (1 − δ)) = δ.
Finally, if the lower bound of the left side of Eq. (6) is higher
than the upper bound of the right side, we can assume that
there is a high probability that the condition is met. Formally,
if
then

Wp p (δ) > Wc1 c1 (δ) + Wc2 c2 (δ),
P(Wp H(µp ) ≤ Wc1 H(µc1 ) + Wc2 H(µc2 )) ≤ 3δ.

whole tree at each time step. This decreases the computational
time because it does not reconsider to split leaves other than
the one currently receiving an instance. Here, we suppose that
the function f −1 can be store in a table. Indeed, the inputs
are discrete and Ts,t is bounded by n, and the same value is
accessed many times during the process of the algorithm.
One other advantage of this method is that the installed
tests are never removed. This is particularly interesting in
Active Learning, which is the focus of the next section.
IV.

ACTIVE L EARNING OF CLASSIFICATION TREES

In this section, we show how the learning rate of the
previous classifier can be improved by actively selecting the
instances to be labeled. At each time step t, the current
classification tree partitions the instance space into Nt subsets.
As it makes no distinction between the instances belonging to
the same subset, the selection strategy only choses at each time
step the subset kt in which to pick an instance at random. The
goal is here to design a criterion based on labels received so
far, that represents the need of receiving more labels in a subset
The algorithm is described in Fig. 4. The input parameter δ
is the probability on which are built all the confidence intervals.
The rest of the section describes the operation of the algorithm.
Let us start with an intuition, if one subset only received
labels of the same class, it is likely to receive the same label
again. Thus, the predicted label will not change for this subset.
On the contrary, if it received a mix of labels, getting another
one not only refines the prediction but may also allow the
subset to be split.
The aim of Active Learning is to get the best performance
of the classifier given a finite budget of labeled instance. This
performance is measured by the true risk, based on the 0/1 loss
it represents the misclassification rate on unseen instances. Let
us define a selection strategy which aims at decreasing the true
risk. Let Rt be the true risk of a classification tree at time step
t, it is the sum of the true risk in each subset:
Rt =

Nt
X

Rs,t .

s=1

This criterion is used to decide if a test has to be installed
or not. However, when considering the split of a leaf, it
happens that several tests may be valid. In this case, the best
test to install is the one leading to the best decrease in true
heterogeneity. Thus, we consider that the test for which the
upper bound of children subsets’ heterogeneity is lowest is
best. Note that for a given parent node, the choice of the test
is exactly the choice of {c1 , c2 }.

Thus, in order to decrease the true risk, we aim to decrease
the maximum true risk among subsets. For this purpose, the
solution is to sample the subset for which the true risk is
currently maximum:

testbest = arg min Wc1 c1 (δ) + Wc2 c2 (δ).

kt = arg max Rs,t .

test

At time step t, this process of choosing a test is carried
out on the leaf of the current tree in which the newly received
instance lies. Indeed, it is the only leaf affected by the new
labeled instance. It is repeated for each newly created leaf
every time a test is successfully installed.
In this section, the Bayesian Online Tree algorithm was
introduced. It allows a classification tree to be updated when
faced to an online scenario, which avoids to recompute the

The true risk is thus bounded by
Rt ≤ Nt max Rs,t .
s∈J1,Nt K

s∈J1,Nt K

Let us now specify the true risk of a subset s. The
labels received in subset s follow a Bernoulli distribution of
parameter µk . Suppose that the average of received labels is
µ̂s,t , thus, the label [µ̂s,t ] is predicted for this subset, where
[.] is the round operator. Then,
(
Wk µk
if [µ̂s,t ] = 0
Rs,t =
Wk (1 − µk ) if [µ̂s,t ] = 1,

Active Learning algorithm

probability of the true risk being higher is equal to δ2 :

Require: X, (xi )i∈J1,nK , δ1 , δ2
Initialize Tree as a one leaf tree.
This leaf is associated to the whole instance space X.
for t = 1 to n do
for s = 1 to Nt do
Compute µ̂s,t , Ts,t and Wk
Compute k (δ2 ) using Eq. (7)
end for
Compute kt = arg maxk k
Receive a label yt for a random instance xt ∈ Xkt
Let node be the node of Tree which xt belongs to
SubTree = U pdate(node, (xi )i∈J1,nK , (yi )i∈J1,tK , δ)
Replace node by SubTree
end for
Ensure: Tree
Figure 4: Active Learning algorithm

where Wk is the size of subset s.
Note that, even though this optimal selection strategy is
inspired from [13], it is not exactly identical. In their work, the
authors chose to sample according to the maximum difference
between the current true risk and the optimal true risk. Indeed,
in the case of a fixed partition, it is unnecessary to spend effort
to improve the prediction if the risk cannot be decreased. Thus,
a heterogeneous subset should not receive so many labeled
instances. In our case, a heterogeneous subset may be split
and the risk improved, it is thus necessary to get more labeled
instances in those subsets.
The value of the parameter and thus the true risk is unknown. As the selection strategy takes the form of a maximum
of an unknown value, it falls in the scope of Optimism in
the Face of Uncertainty. Under this paradigm, confidence
intervals must be computed for each criterion, and the subset
to sample is chosen according to the maximum upper bound
of the intervals. In our problem, as we study classification, the
family of the label distribution is known. We can therefore use
Bayesian Credible Intervals for the true risk.
The family of the label distribution being Bernoulli, the
family of conjugate prior is Beta distributions. By Bayesian
inference: ∀k ∈ [0, 1]
P(µk ≤ k ) = Ik (Ts,t µ̂s,t + 1, Ts,t (1 − µ̂s,t ) + 1),
with Ts,t the count of labeled instances in subset s and I. (α, β)
the incomplete Beta function of parameter α and β.
Thus, the cumulative distribution function of the true risk
is: ∀k ∈ [0, 1], P(Rs,t ≤ k ) =

I k (Ts,t µ̂s,t + 1, Ts,t (1 − µ̂s,t ) + 1)

if [µ̂s,t ] = 0

1 − I 1−k (Ts,t µ̂s,t + 1, Ts,t (1 − µ̂s,t ) + 1)

if [µ̂s,t ] = 1.

Wk

Wk

Suppose given δ2 ∈ [0, 1], we compute the upper bound k (δ2 )
of the Bayesian Credible Interval as the value of for which the

P(Rs,t ≥ k (δ2 )) = δ2 ⇐⇒ k (δ2 ) = Wk × . . .
(7)
(
−1
I (1 − δ2 , Ts,t µ̂s,t + 1, Ts,t (1 − µ̂s,t ) + 1)
if [µ̂s,t ] = 0
(1 − I −1 (δ2 , Ts,t µ̂s,t + 1, Ts,t (1 − µ̂s,t ) + 1))

if [µ̂s,t ] = 1,

where I −1 (., α, β) is the inverse of the incomplete Beta
function of parameter α and β.
The selection strategy is thus to sample the subset kt for
which the upper bound of the Bayesian Credible Interval for
the true risk is maximum:
kt = arg max k (δ2 ).
k

In this section, we introduced an Active Learning algorithm
based on online classification trees. Considering an adaptive
partitioning of the instance space, it achieves to allocate more
effort to regions needing most. The online classification tree
is well fitted to the Active Learning of an adaptive partition
because it does not allow to remove splits. Indeed, it is of
major importance in the Active Learning algorithm in order to
get meaningful estimates of the parameter. Thus, at any time
step, the distribution of labeled instances inside a subset must
follow the distribution of unlabeled instance. Which is not the
case if a split is removed and one of the children was favored
over the other during the Active Learning process.
V.

E XPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we design experiments to evaluate the
online classification tree algorithm introduced in the previous
sections and its extension to the Active Learning problem.
We design two kinds of experiments. The first on is a toy
problem, with the true distributions parameters fixed by the
user. The second is on real-world problems, where the number
of available instances is limited.
a) Toy problem: This provides a way for a better
understanding of the behavior of the algorithm, but also comes
with several advantages which we explain here. This problem
consists in a predefined binary tree, to each leaf is given
the parameter of a Bernoulli distribution and a size. The
parameters and sizes are propagated back up in the tree, in
order to know the parameter of all the none leaf nodes.
While learning the online classification tree on this problem, the only tests available are those of the predefined tree.
Thus, only one test is considered for each node. The purpose
of the algorithm is thus only to decide if the test must be
installed or not, and not to chose which one to install. One
limitation is that the most refined tree that can be outputted
by the algorithm is the whole predefined tree, but this one is
tried to be taken sufficiently refined.
At each time step, the next sample comes from a leaf of
the predefined tree, randomly drawn from a set of possible
leaves with a probability in proportion of its size. In the online
learning scenario without Active Learning, the set of possible
leaves always contain all the leaves of the predefined tree.
In the Active Learning scenario, the set of possible leaves
contains only the leaves descending from the subset selected
by the Active Learning algorithm. The new label is then drawn
from the corresponding Bernoulli distribution for this subset.

The use of known distribution parameters allows avoiding
using a test set for evaluation. Indeed, the true risk is entirely
known by the evaluation procedure (but not by the algorithm).
Also, the number of samples that the algorithm can receive is
not limited. Their is no need of instances, as the labels are
given to subsets of the predefined tree, and the size of all
subsets are given. Consequently, this problem is independent
of the number of attributes. Indeed, it is only defined by the
predefined tree, which can adapt to any instance space.
In our experiments, the toy problem has been fitted to
an instance space which is [0, 1]2 being split in two along
alternating dimensions, until the number of leaves reaches 26 .
The parameters of the leaves were set to
√
µk = σ(5(xk,2 − xk,1 )),
where xk,1 and xk,2 represents the coordinates of the center
1
of subset k, and ∀x ∈ R, σ(x) = 1+exp
−x is the sigmoid
function. The size of each leaf were equal.
b) Real-world problems: In our experiments, we use
several datasets from the UCI Machine Learning repository [15]. Before each run of an experiment, the dataset is
divided into two equal sets. The first is used as a pool from
which the instances and their corresponding labels used for
training are drawn. The unlabeled instances in the pool also
serves to compute the size of each subset. The second is the
test set, used for evaluation. At each time step, the algorithm
makes predictions for instances in the test set, and the number
of misclassified instances is recorded. The labels in the test set
are totally hidden from the algorithm, which does not get any
feedback from its prediction.
Experiments consisted into a certain number of runs of
the algorithms. The performance in each run were averaged.
The toy problem experiment consisted in 100 runs of the
algorithms and a budget of 1,000 labeled instances. The realworld experiments consisted in 1,000 runs of the algorithms
and was not stopped until all the instances in the training pool
were labeled.
Our algorithms are compared to the following methods:

•

•

For all the algorithms used for comparison and for each
datasets, the parameter δ (δ1 and δ2 in the case of BOCT-AL)
has been tuned using a gridsearch.
VI.

c) Toy problem: We start by showing off the results
for the toy problem, results are displayed on Fig. 5. The
goal of this experiment is to show the effect of using an
adaptive partitioning of the instance space rather than a fixed
partition. The mbinomial algorithm requires a fixed partition
which cannot change during the process. The more refined the
partition, the best optimal performance. We can see that with
64 subsets of equal size in the partition, mbinomial achieves
a better performance at the end than with only 8 subsets.
However, having a great number of subsets affects the learning
rate. Indeed, in order to get an equivalent precision about the
estimates of the parameters in each subsets, the number of
points needed is in proportion of the number of subsets. This is
confirmed by the fact that the performances with a few labeled
instances is better for mbinomial with 8 subsets than with 64.
By using an adaptive partition, the algorithm is allowed
to start with a small number of subsets, and thus get a
good quality of prediction for each one of them with few
samples. When more samples are received, the algorithm may
use a more refined partition, while keeping the same quality
of prediction. BOCT and BOCT-AL achieve to split at the
right time, by splitting a subset as soon as the gain in true
risk resulting from predicting different labels in each children
subset counters the loss in quality of the predictions due to
getting fewer labeled instances in each one of them. We see
that, this way, BOCT-AL gets the same performance as the best

c4.5 [1]: This is the most common batch learning classification tree algorithm. It uses information entropy
as a measure of heterogeneity.
Hoeffding: This is a modified version of VFDT [4]
where the best split is not compared to the second
best but only to no-split. Indeed, VFDT needs many
instances before splitting in order to be sure that the
installed test is the one that would be installed under
perfect information. This is impractical for datasets
with a limited number of instances. Hence, the only
difference with BOCT is the use of Hoeffding bounds,
which we want to compare.
mbinomial [13]: This is an Active Learning algorithm
which requires a fixed partition. The choice of the
partition is non trivial for a real-world dataset. For
this reason, we only test it on the toy problem. We
instantiate this algorithm with two different partitions.
The first partition we use is whole predefined tree, we
denominate the resulting algorithm by: mbinomial_64.
The second partition we use is a subtree of depth 3

E VALUATION

In this section, we focus on comparing the algorithms introduced in the previous sections to state-of-the-art algorithms.
For this, we use benchmarks described in section V. In order
to evaluate the performance, we plot the true risk, averaged
over the runs, function of the number of labeled examples.

BOCT
mbinomial_8
mbinomial_64
BOCT−AL

0.34
0.32
0.3
true risk

•

of the predefined tree, we denominate the resulting
algorithm by: mbinomial_8.

0.28
0.26
0.24
0.22
0

200

400
600
800
number of labeled instances

Figure 5: Toy problem

1000

algorithm between mbinomial_8 and mbinomial_64, which
means it achieved to chose the best partition at any time.
Finally, we can observe that BOCT-AL shows better performance than BOCT. Thus, the Active Learning strategy used in
BOCT-AL is effective. It manages to select subsets for which
either the prediction can be improved or which may be split
when acquiring more labeled instances.
To conclude on this experiment, we designed an adaptive
partition algorithm which extends the mbinomial algorithm,
by letting the partition to be automatically chosen by the
algorithm. It achieves to use at any time the best partition,
which leads to best performance. Now that the toy problem
experiment demonstrated that our adaptive partition algorithms
can effectively replace fixed partition ones, the goal is now to
test it on real-world datasets.
d) Real-world datasets: In this experiment, we use four
different datasets coming from the UCI Machine Learning
repository [15]. The results for each of these datasets are
displayed on Fig. 6[a-d]. The objective of this experiment is
twofold. First, we want to test the utility of using Bayesian
Credible Intervals rather than using much simpler and general
bounds such as Hoeffding’s bounds. Second, we want to
measure the effect of actively selecting the labeled instances
on the performances.
We can see that the algorithm using Hoeffding’s bounds
fail to achieve performances comparable to either BOCT or
c4.5 on three out of four datasets. On the contrary, when
comparing BOCT to c4.5, we observe that the final risks are
equal on two datasets and higher for BOCT on two datasets.
In addition, on Diabetes, where the Hoeffding’s version is as
good as c4.5, BOCT is better. Thus, BOCT is always better
than the Hoeffding’s version. Indeed, the theory on which the
Hoeffding’s version is built also applies to BOCT, but the
Bayesian Credible Intervals are much tighter than Hoeffding’s
bounds. Hoeffding’s bounds are known to be very tight when
the number of samples is sufficiently large. However, for an
online classification tree, we may want to split as soon as
possible, which means when having received only few labeled
instances. It is thus of major importance to used bounds that
are tight with only few samples.
One other observation that we can have on these figures is
that, even though BOCT attain final performances comparable
to c4.5 and even better, the initial performances are always
better for c4.5. The reason for this relies on the batch nature
of c4.5. This way it does not have to plan ahead the splits of the
instance space. At each time step, it considers the current best
splits. For example, when having received only two labeled
instances, one of each label, it may split the instance space
to separate them, with a good chance that it increases the
performance. On the contrary, in the online scenario, as no
split nodes can be removed of the tree, an early bad split
affects the quality of the prediction as it requires more labeled
instances to get an equal accuracy. The algorithm may want
to wait before splitting, as it may lead to a better split. During
this waiting period, the performance is necessarily lower than
in the batch scenario, but this enables a comparable long term
performance.
With all the instances being labeled, we can see that the
batch algorithm performs worse than an online algorithm. The

reason for this is that in c4.5, the measure of heterogeneity is
totally confident on the observations. Whereas in BOCT, an uncertainty is considered through the confidence intervals. Thus,
c4.5 splits too much noisy subsets (parameter of Bernoulli
close to 0.5) containing few labeled instances.
One may notice that the c4.5 curves are noisier than other
algorithms’ curves. In fact, this noise is also present on the
other algorithms but only over the runs. In the batch scenario,
at each time step, the classifier is recomputed, which makes the
noise to appear on the curve. In the online learning scenario,
the classifier is only updated, thus, the noise is the same all
along one specific run.
We see that BOCT-AL shows slightly better performance
than BOCT. We can notice that BOCT-AL has exactly the
same performance as BOCT at the beginning of the process.
This is because before the first test has been installed, there
is only one subset, and the Active Learning is useless since
it serves to select one subset. We also observe that at the
end, the performances of BOCT-AL and BOCT are the same.
Indeed, even though the priority of one cluster among another
is different, the decisions in a particular subset are not affected
by the state of other subsets. This means that Active Learning
only changes the order in which subsets are studied. When
all the instances in the pool have been labeled, the Active
Learning does not have an effect.
To conclude on this experiment, we have seen that using
Bayesian Confidence Intervals instead of Hoeffding’s bounds
greatly improves the performance of the algorithm. In the case
of a large number of instances to label, when anticipating on
the future is necessary, an online classification tree is preferred
to a batch one. And the BOCT performances can be further
improved by using the Active Learning criterion designed in
this paper.
VII.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we show that Bayesian Credible Intervals
are well suited for learning an online classification tree, as
the family of the output distribution is known. This enables
using confidence intervals which are perfectly tight, both with
few and many samples. We introduce BOCT and BOCTAL, two novel algorithms for Online and Active Learning
of a classification tree. The first one uses Bayesian Credible
Intervals on the heterogeneity of labels to decide when to split.
The second one adds the use of Bayesian Credible Intervals
on the risk in order to select the instances to be labeled. Both
the algorithms are evaluate on a toy problem, as well as on
several real-world datasets, and compares positively to stateof-the-art. Following work may focus on a theoretical analysis
of these algorithms, this could lead to an automatic choice of
the parameter. This works focus on binary classification, this
could be easily adapted to the multi-class problem. Finally,
such trees could be used in a forest of trees [16].
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